Learn & Grooveș™
Activity Station

Assembly Guide

- Please read these instructions before assembling and using the Activity Station
- Adult assembly is required
- Philips screwdriver required for assembly (not included)
- Requires 3 AA (LR6) alkaline batteries

PLEASE KEEP INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE www.leapfrog.com
WARNING

TO PREVENT SERIOUS INJURY:

1. NEVER LEAVE CHILD UNATTENDED. ALWAYS KEEP CHILD IN VIEW WHILE IN THIS PRODUCT.

2. NEVER USE NEAR A STAIRCASE OR SWIMMING POOL, PRODUCT MAY MOVE WITH CHILD’S MOVEMENT.

3. NEVER USE IN AREAS THAT ARE DANGEROUS TO CHILDREN.

4. ALWAYS USE ON A FLAT, LEVEL SURFACE TO AVOID TIP OVER.

5. ONLY USE FOR A CHILD WHO IS ABLE TO HOLD HIS OR HER HEAD UPRIGHT UNASSISTED.

6. DO NOT USE AFTER CHILD CAN WALK UNASSISTED.

ATTENTION

POUR ÉVITER CHUTES OU BLESSURES GRAVES :

1. NE JAMAIS LAISSER L’ENFANT SANS SUPERVISION.

2. NE JAMAIS UTILISER À PROXIMITÉ D’UN ESCALIER OU D’UNE PISCINE, LE PRODUIT POUVANT BOUGER AVEC LES MOUVEMENTS DE L’ENFANT.

3. NE JAMAIS UTILISER DANS DES ENDROITS DANGEREUX POUR LES ENFANTS.

4. TOUJOURS INSTALLER LE PRODUIT SUR UNE SURFACE PLANE POUR ÉVITER QU’IL NE SE RENVERSE.

5. RÉSERVÉ AUX ENFANTS POUVANT SOUTENIR LEUR TÊTE SANS ASSISTANCE.

6. NE PAS UTILISER UNE FOIS QUE L’ENFANT PEUT MARCHER SEUL.
Check that you have all the parts BEFORE assembling your product. If any parts are missing, please call Customer Service. Adult assembly required.
BATTERY INFORMATION:
Requires 3 AA (called LR6 in some countries) alkaline batteries (not included).

BATTERY INSTALLATION:
• Locate battery compartment on the underside of the piano activity.
• Open the battery door with a screwdriver.
• Install new batteries as shown in the polarity diagram (+/-) inside the battery compartment.
• Replace battery door securely.

BATTERY SAFETY:
Batteries are small objects. Replacement of batteries must be done by adults. Follow the polarity (+/-) diagram in the battery compartment. Promptly remove dead batteries from the toy. Dispose of used batteries properly. Remove batteries for prolonged storage. Only batteries of the same or equivalent type as recommended are to be used.

DO NOT incinerate used batteries.
DO NOT dispose of batteries in fire, as batteries may explode or leak.
DO NOT mix old and new batteries or types of batteries (i.e. alkaline/standard).
DO NOT use rechargeable batteries.
DO NOT recharge non-rechargeable batteries.
DO NOT short-circuit the supply terminals.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE:
Check your Activity Station for loose screws, worn parts, torn material or stitching. Replace or repair the parts as needed.

To clean plastic parts use only household soap and warm water. Do not use bleach or detergent. Use only a damp cloth to clean the piano keys.

Removable fabric seat may be machine washed in cold water on delicate cycle. Drip dry. DO NOT MACHINE DRY. NO BLEACH.
1. ASSEMBLE SEAT RING & FABRIC:
   • Look for the red diamond (♦) on the fabric seat and the triangle (▲) on the back of the seat ring. Make sure they match up before you install the fabric seat.
   • Place the fabric seat in the seat ring and fold over the edges, making sure to snap on all 6 areas of the fabric seat to the outer rings snap heads.

2. ASSEMBLE SEAT:
   • Place seat ring with fabric seat into the top of the Activity Station. Push down and snap into place. Once in place, you should be able to rotate the seat ring 360°. If the seat does not rotate freely, push down hard on the top of seat at 4 different places 90° apart.

3. ASSEMBLE LEGS:
   • Flip up all three legs on the base and lock into place.
4. ASSEMBLE TOP TO BASE:
- Match up all 3 slots underneath the top with the legs on the base. Push down until you hear a click and securely lock in place.

5. ASSEMBLE ACTIVITIES:
- Find the appropriate slots for each activity item. Push down on each item and snap into place.

6. COMPLETED ASSEMBLY:
- Example of a fully assembled Learn & Groove™ Activity Station.
7. STABILIZERS:
- To stabilize the Activity Station, flip down the blue stabilizer locks located on the bottom of each leg.
- Wiggle the Activity Station to verify a non-rocking unit.

8. LOCKING THE SEAT ROTATION:
- To stop the seat ring from rotating, locate the green lock latch underneath the top and hook it to the seat ring exterior. Check the seat ring to make sure it doesn’t rotate.

9. TRAVEL & STORAGE:
- Disconnect top from base by pressing the green button at the top of each leg.
- Fold in all three legs on the base.
- Align the three snaps on the top with the three recesses in the base as shown, and firmly press down on all three areas until you hear a click.
10. TRAVEL & STORAGE:
• Activity Station in portable mode.

11. REASSEMBLE:
• Pull to unsnap the top as shown. Repeat at remaining two areas.
• Follow step 3 for assembly instructions.